Chromosomal architecture is known to influence gene expression, yet its role in controlling cell fate remains poorly understood.
S omatic cell reprogramming into PSCs is a widely studied model for dissecting how TFs regulate gene expression programs and shape cell identity 1, 2 . Chromosomal architecture has recently been shown to be cell-type specific and to be critical for transcriptional regulation [3] [4] [5] , but its importance in cell-fate decisions remains poorly understood.
Two major levels of topological organization have been identified in the genome [6] [7] [8] . The first level segregates the genome, at the megabase scale, into two subnuclear compartments: the A compartment, which corresponds to active chromatin typically associated with a more central nuclear position, and the B compartment, which represents inactive chromatin enriched at the nuclear periphery/lamina [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Compartmentalization is consistent among individual cells and is a potential driver of genome folding 15 . A second submegabase level consists of topologically associated domains (TADs) [16] [17] [18] and chromatin loops 11 , which restrict or facilitate interactions between gene-regulatory elements 19, 20 . Importantly, modifying chromatin architecture can lead to gene expression changes 19, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Moreover, de novo establishment of TAD structure during zygotic genome activation has been shown to be independent of ongoing transcription, thus demonstrating that chromatin architecture is not simply a consequence of transcription [25] [26] [27] . Genome topology could therefore be instructive for gene regulation 28, 29 , but whether this relationship reflects a general principle that occurs on a genome-wide scale in space and time is unknown.
Mechanistic studies with mammalian cell reprogramming systems have been hampered by the typically small percentage of responding cells 1, 30 . To overcome this shortcoming, we have recently developed a highly efficient and synchronous reprogramming system based on the transient expression of the TF C/EBPα before induction of the Yamanaka TFs OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and MYC (OSKM) 31, 32 . The OSKM TFs activate the endogenous core pluripotency TFs sequentially in the order of Pou5f1 (also known as Oct4), Nanog and Sox2, thus suggesting that locus-specific barriers dictate gene activation kinetics [33] [34] [35] . Here, we studied how C/EBPα and OSKM affect genome topology, the epigenome and gene expression during reprogramming. We found that the TFs bind hotspots of topological reorganization at both the compartment and TAD levels. Dynamic reorganization of genome topology frequently preceded gene expression changes at all levels and provided an explanation for the sequential activation of core pluripotency genes during reprogramming. Together, our observations indicate that genome topology has an instructive role in implementing transcriptional programs relevant to cell-fate decisions in mammals.
Results
Transcription factors prime the epigenome for reprogramming. We exposed mouse bone marrow-derived pre-B cells to the myeloid TF C/EBPα to generate cells denoted Bα cells. Subsequent activation of OSKM has been found to induce reprogramming of nearly 100% of Bα cells into PSC-like cells within 4-8 d (refs 31,32 ). To obtain a highresolution map of changes in gene expression and chromatin structure, we examined six different reprogramming stages (B, Bα , D2,
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D4, D6 and D8) and PSCs (Fig. 1a) . We profiled the transcriptome through RNA-seq, profiled active chromatin deposition though dimethyl histone H3 K4 (H3K4me2) ChIP-seq using tagmentation (ChIPmentation) 36 and profiled chromatin accessibility through assay for transposase-accessible chromatin with high-throughput sequencing (ATAC-seq) 37 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Expression of half of all genes was significantly affected (false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.01) between any two time points, starting with the rapid silencing of the core B cell program initiated by C/EBPα . Pluripotency genes were then activated sequentially, with the core pluripotency factors Oct4, Nanog and Sox2 being activated at D2, D4 and D6, respectively ( Fig. 1b,c) . RT-PCR measurements of primary Nanog and Sox2 transcription confirmed their activation timing ( Supplementary Fig. 1e ). Principal component analysis (PCA) revealed a trajectory along which B cells acquired a PSC gene expression program ( Fig. 1d ). Epigenome remodeling showed similar dynamics, with an early loss of chromatin accessibility at gene-regulatory elements controlling the B cell program induced by C/EBPα and the subsequent establishment of active and open chromatin at pluripotency genes by OSKM ( Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). OSKM induction led to a genome-wide expansion of active chromatin marked by H3K4me2, a mark known to be deposited at both primed and active gene-regulatory elements 38 ( Supplementary Fig. 1f ). The H3K4me2 landscape, compared with that of gene expression, more rapidly converged on a pluripotent state, thus suggesting that OSKM TFs prime regulatory elements for subsequent gene activation ( Fig. 1f ). Many regions bound by OCT4 in PSCs 39 had already acquired H3K4me2 at D2, and chromatin opening occurred progressively at OCT4-binding sites ( Fig. 1g and Supplementary Fig. 1g -i). 37% of OCT4-binding sites in predicted PSC superenhancer (SE) elements 39 were already H3K4me2 positive by D2, whereas activation of most associated genes (assigned on the basis of in situ Hi-C data; additional information in Supplementary Methods) occurred 2 d later ( Fig. 1i -h). These early targeted SEs were linked to genes involved in embryo development (for example, Oct4, Nanog and Klf9) and metabolism (for example, Upp1 and Uck2), a gene signature strongly associated with four-to eight-cell-stage embryos (Fig. 1i ).
Chromatin state, genome topology and transcription are dynamically linked. We used in situ Hi-C 11 to map 3D genome organization during cell reprogramming at high resolution and determined genome segmentation into A and B compartments ( Supplementary  Table 1 ). Quantitative changes in A-B-compartment association (on the basis of the PC1 values of a PCA on the Hi-C correlation matrix) during reprogramming were cumulative, widespread and highly reproducible (Pearson R > 0.97) ( Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary  Fig. 2a,b ). Although the overall proportions assigned to A and B compartments (40% A to 60% B) remained unchanged throughout reprogramming, compartmentalization strength (as measured by the average contact enrichment within and between compartments) was dynamically altered ( Supplementary Fig. 2c,d ). OSKM induction initially (D2-D4) strengthened A-B compartment segregation, which was followed by substantial loss of compartmentalization due to reduced contact frequencies within the B compartment and increased intercompartment contacts.
Switching of loci between the A and B compartments was frequent, with 20% of the genome changing compartment at any time point during reprogramming. B-to-A and A-to-B switching each occurred in 10% of the genome, and 35% of these regions were involved in multiple switching events ( Supplementary Fig. 2e ). PCA highlighted a reprogramming trajectory of genome compartmentalization highly similar to that seen for the transcriptome ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2f ). Genes that stably switched compartment after reprogramming tended to change expression accordingly and were enriched in lineage-specific functions: A-to-B-switching genes were associated with immune-system processes, whereas B-to-A-switching genes were enriched in early developmental functions ( Supplementary Fig. 2g ,h). Compartment switching typically occurred in regions with low PC1 values at the edges of A-or B-compartment domains. At any time point, regions that switched also displayed the most substantial PC1 changes, thus suggesting that loci with a less pronounced compartment association are more likely to change their compartment status ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 2i -k).
Our dataset allowed us to monitor genome architecture and to study its interplay with chromatin state and gene expression changes over time. The core transcriptional network that defines B cell identity 40 resided primarily (88%) in the A compartment (for example, Ebf1, Pax5 and Foxo1), of which 32% switched to B (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 3a ). Both switching and nonswitching genes were rapidly silenced, but switching genes were repressed to a larger extent. In contrast, 40% of core pluripotency genes 41 initially resided in the B compartment, of which 90% switched to A (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 3b ). Pluripotency genes already in the A compartment were activated early (D2-D4, for example, Oct4), whereas genes that underwent B-to-A switching were activated late (D6, for example, Sox2) ( Fig. 2e ). We next divided all genes that changed expression between endpoints (log 2 fold change > 0.5) into stable (nonswitching) and compartmentswitching groups. Again, downregulated genes that changed compartment from A to B (21%) were silenced to a greater extent than were nonswitching genes in A ( Supplementary Fig. 3c ). Likewise, upregulated genes that switched from B to A (16%) were upregulated more substantially than genes already residing in A, albeit with slower kinetics. Interestingly, quantitative changes in compartment association occurred before transcriptional upregulation ( Supplementary Fig. 3d ). To further explore whether compartment switching can precede transcriptional changes, we examined four clusters of genes (n = 5,467 genes) stably upregulated at early, intermediate or late time points ( Supplementary Fig. 3e ). Nearly one-third of the genes (n = 175/548) that switched from B to A in these clusters did so before being upregulated ( Fig. 2f and Supplementary Fig. 3f ). Moreover, genes associated with predicted PSC SEs showed a substantial increase in A-compartment association at D2 before transcriptional upregulation at D4 ( Supplementary Fig. 3g and Fig. 1h ).
We performed k-means clustering on the PC1 values of the 20% of the genome (n = 8,218 genes) that switched compartment during reprogramming, identifying 20 clusters with a wide range of switching dynamics that included nonlinear and abortive trajectories ( Fig. 2g ). Eight of the 20 clusters displayed concomitant changes in compartmentalization and gene expression (R > 0.9; Fig. 2h ). The remainder, although generally also showing strong correlations between gene expression and PC1 (average R = 0.86; range, 0.56-0.97), consisted of clusters with at least one time point at which this correlation was lost ( Fig. 2h ). Genes in these clusters were enriched in metabolic and secretory functions as well as developmental processes ( Supplementary  Fig. 4a,b ). Strikingly, 9 of the 20 clusters showed changes in subnuclear-compartment status preceding changes in transcriptional output, involving over half of the genes that switched compartment (for example, cluster 2.I; Fig. 2h ,j). Compartment modification lagged behind changes in gene expression in only a single cluster, and 2 of the 20 clusters displayed both preceding and lagging relationships. We furthermore observed a very strong overall correlation between chromatin state dynamics (gain or loss of H3K4me2) and genome compartmentalization (average R = 0.95; range, 0.93-0.98), with concomitant changes in H3K4me2 levels and gene expression occurring in 13 of the 20 clusters. However, in 7 of the 20 clusters, H3K4me2 dynamics preceded PC1 changes ( Fig. 2i ), thus implicating chromatin state as a driver of subnuclear compartmentalization. The extended Nanog locus provides a prime example of modifications to compartmentalization and chromatin state preceding transcriptional changes. It includes a region encompassing Gdf3, Dppa3 and the -45 kb Nanog SE 39, 42 , which had already switched from B to A in Bα cells. OSKM induction strengthened A-compartment association of the entire locus, activated Gdf3 expression and primed the Nanog and Dppa3 regulatory elements (H3K4me2 + ATAC + ) at D2 for subsequent gene activation at D4-D6 ( Fig. 2k) .
These data showed that genome compartmentalization and chromatin state are dynamically reorganized during cell-fate conversion and are tightly coupled to global changes in gene expression. In addition, a substantial number of genes are subject to changes in compartmentalization before expression alterations. Genome partitioning into TADs is largely stable. We next used chromosome-wide insulation potential to identify TAD borders and define TADs 43 , detecting ~2,800-3,400 borders per time point. Border calls were highly reproducible between biological replicates (Jaccard index > 0.8) and enriched in binding sites for the transcriptional repressor CTCF and transcription start sites 17, 44 ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Borders not called in both biological replicates were excluded from all subsequent analyses. Partitioning of the genome into TADs was largely stable during reprogramming, because most TAD borders (> 75%) were detected at all stages. Nevertheless, 18% of the 3,100 TAD borders were stably acquired (n = 431) or lost (n = 124) during reprogramming, thus resulting in a net increase in the number of borders and a decrease in the average TAD size from 891 kb to 741 kb ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Unexpectedly, no correlation was found between the stable gain or loss of TAD borders (referred to hereafter as qualitative TADborder changes) and CTCF binding. In fact, newly acquired TAD borders were relatively depleted in CTCF binding, and CTCF enrichment levels did not significantly change during reprogramming at borders gained or lost ( Fig. 3a ). However, we did observe specific regions where qualitative TAD changes clearly correlated with CTCF binding, for example, at the Sox2 locus, where acquisition of a new border and chromatin-loop formation (described below) was paralleled by a substantial gain in CTCF-binding sites ( Supplementary Fig. 5g ).
The gain or loss of TAD borders did not correlate with overall increased or decreased local gene expression, respectively, thus suggesting that changes in the level of transcription per se are not a main driver of TAD border dynamics ( Supplementary Fig. 5h ). Gene expression changes during reprogramming at dynamic border regions were highly context dependent, and there was no apparent correlation between border gain or loss and the direction of transcriptional change ( Supplementary Fig. 5i ). Moreover, these border regions rarely switched compartment (3-9% versus 17% for all borders). Interestingly, at borders that showed transcriptional changes (> 0.5 log 2 change between endpoints) gene expression was often not significantly altered until after TAD borders were newly acquired or lost ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5j ).
Quantitative changes in TAD border strength occur early in reprogramming. Local chromatin insulation by TAD borders
can also be approached quantitatively by calculating an insulation strength score ('I score'; R 2 > 0.87 between biological replicates) for each border 43, 45 (Fig. 3c ). Compared with qualitative border changes (i.e., a gain or loss of border detection), quantitative changes in TAD insulation were more abundant: half of all borders showed a > 20% difference in I score between the first three and last three time points of reprogramming ( Fig. 3d ; green, red and blue clusters). Stably acquired or lost borders often had lower average I scores than did invariant TAD borders ( Supplementary Fig. 6a ). CTCF occupancy correlated with I scores, and metaborder plots confirmed that the I-score dynamics reflected actual contact maps ( Supplementary  Fig. 6b ,c). PCA of I-score kinetics showed a reprogramming trajectory grossly resembling the transcriptome, PC1 and H3K4me2 trajectories determined earlier ( Supplementary Fig. 6d ).
Border regions contained a large number of genes with cell-typespecific functions (for example, 'immune system' and 'developmental biology'), in addition to the expected housekeeping genes 17 ( Supplementary Fig. 6e,f ). Pluripotency genes, including Nanog and Sox2, were often found at or near border regions. Both of these loci showed rapid I-score changes that preceded their transcriptional activation ( Fig. 3e-g) . In B and Bα cells, Nanog was separated from Dppa3 by a strong border in a region containing the -45 kb Nanog SE and Gdf3 (Figs. 3e and 2k), which probably interfered with the reported spatial clustering of these genes and enhancers in PSCs 46 . I scores were considerably lower at D2 after OSKM induction ( Fig. 3g ), a process facilitating the interactions between genes and their enhancers required for subsequent transcriptional activation (D4-D6). Furthermore, both Hi-C-derived virtual chromosome conformation capture on chip (4C) data obtained at 5-kb resolution and conventional 4C-seq analyses showed higher (cross-)border contact frequencies of the Nanog promoter as early as D2 ( Fig. 3h and Supplementary Fig. 7a ). Within the Sox2 TAD, a new internal border and several chromatin loops appeared between the Bα and D4 stages, before Sox2 activation at D6. High-resolution virtual 4C analysis showed that early border emergence progressively skewed interactions of Sox2 toward its key downstream SE 47, 48 , thus resulting in the formation of an insulated Sox2-SE subdomain at D6 that is likely to be critical for Sox2 activation (Fig. 3i,j and Supplementary  Fig. 7b ).
To further understand the relationship between I-score changes and local gene expression, we analyzed transcriptional changes at the 184 most dynamic borders regions that increased in insulation strength (> 75% change in I score). Gene expression was altered at many of these borders (n = 88, > 0.5 log 2 change between endpoints) during reprogramming, and again there was no clear bias for activation or repression. At 49% of these borders (n = 43/88) I scores increased before transcriptional changes ( Fig. 3k) , whereas for the remaining borders, a mix of concomitant (n = 15), lagging (n = 15) and more complex (n = 15) kinetics was observed. Likewise, I-score changes also preceded modulation of chromatin state and subnuclear compartmentalization ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Thus, altered insulation strength at TAD borders is an early reprogramming event often preceding transcriptome rewiring.
Topological plasticity increases late in reprogramming. TADs differ in their propensity to form contacts with other TADs 49, 50 . To quantify this 'connectivity' within a given TAD, we computed a domain score (D score) defined by the ratio of intra-TAD interactions over all cis interactions 49 (Fig. 4a ). Whereas the I score measures a border's ability to prevent interactions between two neighboring TADs, the D score quantifies a TAD's tendency to self-interact. D scores positively correlated with gene expression and A-compartment association ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ), as previously noted 49, 50 . The correlations among D scores, gene expression and compartment association seen at early time points progressively weakened after D4 ( Supplementary Fig. 8a,b ). Whereas TADs explained a greater proportion of expression variability than linear neighborhoods when we estimated the overall effects of TAD structure on gene expression (Supplementary Information), this proportion progressively decreased during reprogramming ( Supplementary Fig. 8c ). Together with the observed decrease in overall A-compartment segregation ( Supplementary Fig. 2d ), and in line with the previously reported decreased organization of inactive chromatin in PSCs 51 , these data suggested that at the topological level cells gradually acquire a plastic state characteristic of the pluripotent genome 52 .
Altered TAD connectivity frequently precedes transcriptional changes. PCA of D-score kinetics identified a reprogramming trajectory for TAD connectivity similar to those for compartmentalization, transcription, active chromatin and I score ( Fig. 4b and Supplementary  Fig. 8d ). k-means clustering showed that 79% of TADs exhibited D-score changes (i.e., > 20% change between endpoints) (Fig. 4c ). The D-score kinetics correlated closely with compartmentalization (PC1) changes (R > 0.84; Supplementary Fig. 8e ). TADs with the most dynamic connectivity pattern frequently switched compartment and contained genes enriched in immune-cell and stem-cell-related functions ( Supplementary Fig. 8f,g) . These TADs were highly biased in their compartment association: 88% of TADs that showed a rapid increase in D scores initially localized to the B compartment, whereas 83% of the TADs with substantially lower D scores initially resided in the A compartment ( Supplementary Fig. 8f ). To assess the correlation between TAD connectivity and gene expression, we compared D scores with intra-TAD gene expression kinetics for the 16 dynamic D-score clusters (Fig. 4c ). In 9 of 16 clusters, D-score changes coincided with alterations in gene expression ( Fig. 4d) , particularly for TADs that showed both higher D scores and intra-TAD expression (R = 0.78). However, 7 of 16 clusters showed D-score changes preceding transcriptional changes, and no clusters showed the opposite pattern (Fig. 4d ). Thus, changes in TAD connectivity frequently precede intra-TAD transcriptional modulation.
X-chromosome reactivation evokes TAD reorganization.
X-chromosome reactivation in PSCs is a classic model for studying the relationship between chromosome structure and gene expression 53 . The B cells used were derived from female mice carrying one inactive X chromosome, thus allowing us to study this process within our dataset. Whereas the average TAD connectivity for each time point remained similar on autosomes, X-chromosome TADs displayed substantial gains in D scores after D4 (Fig. 4e) . We reasoned that the observed chromosome-wide D-score increase might have been caused by a reactivation of the largely TAD-devoid inactive X chromosome 11, [54] [55] [56] . Indeed, after D4, TAD structures were fully reestablished, and key regulators of X reactivation were activated (Zfp42, Prdm14 and Tsix), whereas X-chromosome repressors (Xist and Jpx) were downregulated (Fig. 4f,g) . Cell-type-specific changes in chromatin loops. Chromatin loops appear as foci in high-resolution Hi-C maps and represent particularly strong interactions between two distant regions 11 . We visualized chromatin-loop dynamics during reprogramming by performing metaloop analyses at 5-kb resolution of a previously identified set of loops in primary B cells and PSCs 49 . Similarly to the TADs that they often demarcate 11 , chromatin loops generally behave as remarkably stable topological structures during reprogramming ( Supplementary Fig. 9a ). However, cell-type-specific loops, representing a minor fraction of all loops (13% for B cells, 5% for PSCs 49 ), showed a dynamic behavior: B cell-specific loops lost interaction strength, whereas PSC-specific loops were established de novo from D4 onward (Fig. 5a) . Intriguingly, the nature of these somatic and pluripotent cell-type-specific loops appeared to be different: PSCspecific loops were larger than B cell-specific loops and localized mostly to the B compartment (whereas virtually all B cell-specific loops localized to A); contained fewer genes that showed lower average gene expression levels; and were less enriched in cell-typespecific genes (Fig. 5b,c and Supplementary Fig. 9b ). However, in both cases, the presence of a loop positively correlated with gene expression changes, thus indicating that both the formation and loss of cell-type-specific loops are dynamically linked to gene regulation (Fig. 5d ).
Transcription factors drive topological genome reorganization.
We investigated the effects of C/EBPα and OSKM on genome topology. Approximately 5% of the genome switched compartment during the C/EBPα -induced B-to-Bα transition, and 5% switched compartment during the OSKM-induced Bα -to-D2 transition. Of these early switching regions, only 29% (B to Bα ) and 36% (Bα to D2) represented stable switches ( Supplementary Fig. 10a ). C/EBPα had a largely repressive effect (66% A-to-B switches, for example, Ebf1), whereas OSKM TFs operated predominantly as activators (70% B-to-A switches, for example, Klf9) ( Fig. 5e and Supplementary  Fig. 10a ). Both C/EBPα and OSKM evoked A-to-B switching and transcriptional silencing of B cell-related loci. At D2, OSKM induced B-to-A switching and activation of known target genes of pluripotency factors involved in developmental processes ( Supplementary  Fig. 10b Bα cells were upregulated only after OSKM activation; many of these genes have been implicated in early embryonic development (for example, Dppa3; Supplementary Fig. 10c ). Globally, C/EBPα binding was strongly enriched in the previously identified A-to-B-switching clusters and depleted in B-to-A-switching clusters (Fig. 5f ). In contrast, OCT4 and KLF4 binding (as inferred from ATAC-seq data) was concentrated in B-to-A-switching regions ( Fig. 5f and Supplementary Fig. 10d ). This biased genomic distribution was already apparent at D2 and was stably maintained or reinforced. Hereby, early-switching clusters (D2-D4) were rapidly targeted by OCT4 and KLF4, whereas late-switching clusters (D6-PSCs) became more gradually enriched (Fig. 5g) . We next examined TF action at TAD borders. OCT4-target sites within ~30% of all border regions were already accessible at D2 ( Supplementary Fig. 10e ). OCT4 and KLF4 recruitment to the most dynamic borders at D2, as compared with borders bound at later time points, correlated with accelerated I-score gains ( Fig. 5h and Supplementary Fig. 10f ). I scores of C/EBPα -bound borders increased more rapidly only after OSKM activation at D2 (Fig. 5h) , and OCT4 enrichment was significantly higher at borders previously bound by C/EBPα ( Supplementary Fig. 10g ), thus suggesting that C/EBPα primes border regions for subsequent OSKM-induced topological changes. In agreement with this possibility, OCT4, KLF4 and C/EBPα were frequently recruited to the same dynamic borders early in reprogramming ( Supplementary Fig. 10h ).
Because TF-bound sites cluster over large distances 14, 51, 57, 58 , we sought to address the dynamics of such 3D cross-talk during reprogramming by measuring inter-TAD spatial connectivity between TF-bound genomic sites at 5-kb resolution (within a 2-to 10-Mb window, a procedure analogous to paired-end spatial chromatin analysis (PE-SCAn) 51 ). We observed strong interactions between EBF1-or PU.1-binding sites in B cells, in agreement with their function as key B cell regulators (Fig. 6a) . These interaction networks largely disappeared for EBF1 in Bα and for PU.1 in D4 cells. Spatial clustering of C/EBPα targets was already present in B cells (Fig. 6a ), thus indicating that C/EBPα exploits existing 3D interaction hubs, such as those formed by PU.1. Alongside interaction hubs mediated by hematopoietic TFs, OCT4-binding sites clustered from D2 onward, thus establishing 3D cross-talk among PSC-specific regulatory elements and showing that interaction hubs mediated by lineage-specific and pluripotency TFs can coexist (Fig. 6a) . Moreover, NANOG-targeted regions formed interaction hubs as early as D2, before the gene became expressed at D4 (Fig. 6a) , thereby suggesting that late pluripotency factors 'hitchhike' onto an OSKM-mediated interaction hub and consequently lock in PSC fate.
In summary, binding of C/EBPα and OSKM correlates with accelerated topological remodeling of compartmentalization and TAD insulation. In addition, computing inter-TAD 3D cross-talk among TF targets enabled us to visualize the stage-specific formation and disassembly of TF interaction hubs during reprogramming.
Discussion
Our analysis of somatic cell reprogramming (summarized in Supplementary Fig. 10i ) showed that the overall dynamics of genome topology, chromatin state and gene expression is closely linked. Nevertheless, this linkage often occurs in a nonsynchronous manner: changes in subnuclear compartmentalization, TAD connectivity and TAD-border insulation strength frequently precede transcriptional changes, and the reverse situation occurs only at low frequencies. We propose that transcription factors induce successive changes in chromatin state and genome architecture and consequently enable gene-regulatory rewiring during cell reprogramming (Fig. 6b) . Genome topology as an instructive force that facilitates transcriptional changes may represent a general principle for cell-fate decisions.
Our findings also provide an explanation for the sequential activation of the genes encoding the pluripotency factors OCT4, NANOG and SOX2 in spite of the cells' continuous exposure to the Yamanaka factors (Fig. 6c ). The embedding of Oct4 and its enhancers within an A-compartment domain, surrounded by genes highly expressed in B cells, may explain its almost immediate activation by OSKM without detectable topological alterations. In contrast, the late activation of Nanog and Sox2 is preceded and accompanied by substantial changes in compartmentalization and TAD structure, thus indicating that the removal of topological barriers creates new opportunities for gene regulation. That active chromatin dynamics often anticipates changes in subnuclear compartmentalization suggests that it plays a major role in mediating switching between the active A and the inactive B compartments (Fig. 6b) , a possibility supported by imaging and local chromatin conformation analyses 59, 60 . Given the strong correlation between compartmentalization and DNA-replication timing 61 , it will be of interest to attempt coupling changes in replication timing with the dynamics of genome topology and gene regulation. A preliminary analysis suggested that replication timing in the starting cell state is not a strong predictor of ordered A-B-compartment switching ( Supplementary  Fig. 11 ). Perturbation experiments aimed at demonstrating causality between specific topological changes and their effects on reprogramming represent the next frontier in dissecting the relationships among genome form, genome function and cell fate.
Previous studies have defined TADs as stable topological structures with little cell-type specificity 17, 50 . At a qualitative level (i.e., present or not present), we indeed found that only a minor portion of TAD borders were altered during reprogramming. However, there were notable exceptions (for example, de novo border establishment near Sox2), thus cautioning against using TAD definitions from unrelated cell types for interpreting gene-regulatory processes. However, quantitative aspects of TADs, namely their connectivity and insulation potential, are subject to substantial changes during reprogramming and therefore are more cell-type specific in nature.
How do TFs drive 3D genomic changes? C/EBPα and OCT4 are selectively enriched in different regions destined to switch compartment. Here, TFs can act by inducing the subnuclear repositioning of specific loci 62 , for example by initiating modification of local chromatin states. In addition, the TFs rapidly induce insulationstrength changes at the most dynamic TAD borders, independently of major changes in compartmentalization or chromatin state. Separate modes of action for TFs at these two topological levels seem plausible, because compartmentalization and TAD organization have been suggested to depend on distinct mechanisms 63, 64 . Mechanistically, intrinsic abilities (for example, via TF dimerization 24 ) or interactions with canonical architectural proteins [65] [66] [67] could allow TFs to modify genome topology. Here, inter-TAD hubs of TF target regions may contribute to topological reorganization by TFs, possibly through exploiting architecture previously established by other factors. As early targets (Fig. 1) , SE regions may provide key platforms for TFs to achieve topological genome remodeling 68 . The ability of lineage-instructive regulators to alter genome topology raises the possibility that, in addition to their classical role as transcriptional regulators, they may possess unappreciated architectural functions at distinct topological layers. noninformative contacts and to create contact matrices. The different categories of filtered reads applied were: 1. Self-circle: reads coming from a single restriction enzyme (RE) fragment and pointing to the outside.
2. Dangling end: reads coming from a single RE fragment and pointing to the inside.
3. Error: reads coming from a single RE fragment and pointing in the same direction.
4. Extra dangling end: reads coming from different RE fragments but that were sufficiently close and point to the inside; the distance threshold used was left to 500 bp (default), which was between percentiles 95 and 99 of average fragment lengths. 5. Duplicated: the combination of the start positions and directions of the reads was repeated, thus suggesting a PCR artifact; this filter removed only extra copies of the original pair.
6. Random breaks: the start position of one of the reads was too far from RE cutting site, possibly because of noncanonical enzymatic activity or random physical breaks; the threshold was set to 750 bp (default), > percentile 99.9.
From the resulting contact matrices, low-quality bins (those presenting low contact numbers) were removed, as implemented in TADbit's 'filter_columns' routine. A single round of ICE normalization 87 , also known as 'vanilla' normalization 11 , was performed. That is, each cell in the Hi-C matrix was divided by the product of the interactions in its columns and the interactions in its row. Finally, all matrices were corrected to achieve an average content of one interaction per cell.
Identification of subnuclear compartments and topologically associated domains (TADs). To segment the genome into A/B compartments, normalized
Hi-C matrices at 100-kb resolution were corrected for decay as previously described, by grouping diagonals when the signal-to-noise ratio was below 0.05 (ref. 11 ). Corrected matrices were then split into chromosomal matrices and transformed into correlation matrices by using the Pearson product-moment correlation. The first component of a PCA (PC1) on each of these matrices was used as a quantitative measure of compartmentalization, and H3K4me2 ChIPmentation data were used to assign negative and positive PC1 categories to the correct compartments. If necessary, the sign of the PC1 (which was randomly assigned) was inverted so that positive PC1 values corresponded to A-compartment regions, and negative values corresponded to the B compartment.
Normalized contact matrices at 50-kb resolution were used to define TADs, through a previously described method with default parameters 43, 54 . First, for each bin, an insulation index was obtained on the basis of the number of contacts between bins on each side of a given bin. Differences in the insulation index between both sides of the bin were computed, and borders were called, searching for minima within the insulation index. The insulation score of each border was determined as previously described 43 , by using the difference in the delta vector between the local maximum to the left and the local minimum to the right of the boundary bin. This procedure resulted in a set of borders for each time point and replicate. To obtain a set of consensus borders along the time course, we proceeded in two steps: (i) merging borders of replicates and overlapping merged borders (that is, for each pair of replicates, we expanded the borders one bin on each side and kept only those borders present in both replicates as merged borders) and (ii) further expanding two extra bins (100 kb) on each side and determining the overlap to obtain a consensus set of borders common to any pair of time points. Domain scores were obtained by averaging cells over parts of the Hi-C matrix. In nature, this metric is sensitive to outlier cells with many counts and is fairly insensitive to missing data. For this analysis (and for the metaloop analysis below), we thus used a more stringent strategy to remove low-coverage bins by fitting a logistic function to the distribution of the sum of interactions in each bin:
where f is the logistic function optimized by the variables a, b and c. N is the number of bins in the matrix, and x is the number of interactions in a given bin. This fit was implemented by weighting bins with higher values of interactions, as we considered bins with lower count artifacts. We set the weight function as being dependent on the bin index, in the context of bins sorted by their sum of interactions:
with i representing the index of the bin and W representing the weight applied to the fitting. After the logistic function was fitted, we used it to define a threshold. We removed bins with fewer counts than x when f(x) was equal to zero. The resulting filtered matrices were ICE normalized (1 round, described above). Finally, domain scores were calculated with matrices binned at 50 kb by dividing the sum of intra-TAD contacts by the sum of all contacts involving the TAD.
Expression variability explained by TADs. To estimate expression variability, we fitted a hierarchical regression model per gene expression values for each time point, including three levels of organization: the gene itself, the local neighborhood (the 50-kb TSS bin) and the TAD. We used the variance associated with each level and the total variance of the model to assess the proportion of variability explained by each factor. To test whether topology played a role beyond the linear proximity of genes, we repeated the estimation, replacing actual TADs by a fixed segmentation of the genome in domains with the same size as the average TAD (i.e., 'fake TADs' constructed by placing a border at fixed distances corresponding to the average size of TADs). Model estimation was performed with the lme4 R package.
Inter-and intracompartment strength measurements. We followed a previously reported strategy to measure overall interaction strengths within and between A and B compartments 63 . Briefly, we based our analysis on the 100-kb bins showing the most extreme PC1 values, discretizing them by percentiles and taking the bottom 20% as the B compartment and the top 20% as the A compartment. We classified each bin in the genome according to PC1 percentiles and gathered contacts between each category, computing the log 2 enrichment over the expected counts by distance decay. Finally, we summarized each type of interaction (A-A, B-B and A-B/B-A) by taking the median values of the log 2 contact enrichment.
Meta-analysis of borders, loops and interactions among TF-binding sites.
To assess whether particular parts of the Hi-C interaction matrices had common structural features, we performed meta-analyses by merging individual submatrices into an average metamatrix in a manner similar to a previously published method 51 . Three types of meta-analysis were performed. First, we studied TAD border dynamics at 50-kb resolution by extracting interaction counts 1.25 Mb up-and downstream of the TAD border. Extracted matrices were averaged for each group of clustered TAD borders, including those whose insulation scores increased, decreased or did not change during reprogramming. Second, using 5-kb resolution contact maps, we investigated the dynamics of a previously identified set of chromatin loops in primary B cells and PSCs 49 by extracting interaction counts 50 kb up-and downstream of loop-anchor regions. Metaloop matrices were then calculated by averaging individually subtracted loop matrices into a single one per group. Third, we studied whether two regions bound by a given TF were likely to find each other more frequently than expected within a genomic distance ranging from 2 to 10 Mb. All submatrices at 5-kb resolution between pairs of TF-binding sites and 50 kb up-and downstream of a TF peak were extracted and averaged into a single metamatrix. For OCT4, NANOG and SOX2 meta-analyses, we used those TF-binding sites that overlapped with an ATAC-seq peak (described above) at the D2 stage. All meta-analyses were performed with the observed/expected Hi-C matrices, which were filtered, ICE normalized and corrected for decay. For visualization proposes, the resulting meta-analysis matrices were smoothed with a Gaussian filter of sigma = 1.
Virtual 4C analysis (v4C) and promoter-superenhancer linking. For the generation of v4C profiles, we first chose a bait region (for example, Sox2) and (optionally) a window size around the bait (with the final viewpoint window centered on the bait). We then extracted the observed Hi-C matrix at 5-kb resolution for that specific region. Rows overlapping the bait were divided into subsets, after which we summed all bait rows to obtain the number of observed contacts per bin (column). Aiming to reduce noise, we performed a movingaverage smoothing (5 bins) to obtain v4C profiles. Count numbers per bin were normalized for differences in sequencing depth between time points. For visualization purposes, we removed all data overlapping the bait extended with one bin per side. We took advantage of this approach to link promoters to SEs. For each SE, we set a window of 2 Mb around the SE bait and extracted the corresponding Hi-C matrix at 5-kb resolution, removing low-count and/or low-mappability bins. Using the full interchromosomal matrix, we computed an expected Hi-C matrix, averaging all pairs of loci at the same distance per chromosome. After merging the two replicates, we generated virtual 4C profiles for each SE with the observed and corresponding expected number of counts. These profiles allowed us to rank nearby promoters according to their contact enrichment (observed/expected), designating the two highest-ranking genes as putative SE targets. Using this method, we detected a larger number of genes associated with the superenhancer subset (372 versus the 210 assigned by GREAT), which included half of the genes identified with GREAT. The GO analyses and gene expression analyses on the GREAT gene set or this extended target gene set were similar, although the Hi-C-based gene set showed stronger enrichment in GO terms associated with embryonic development. Analyses on the Hi-C-based gene set were used in Fig. 1 .
Integration of B cell replication-timing data.
We partitioned the genome into 100-Kb bins, labeling the compartment (A, B or 0) for each time point and biological replicate. Then we identified the bins with more than one compartment type (i.e., switching bins). For each bin, the residence time in A or B was the number of consecutive time points in A or B before a switch. The results presented are the grand sum per compartment, residence time and biological replicate over all switching bins.
Statistics and reproducibility.
In situ Hi-C data throughout the paper were generated by analysis of two independent B-to-iPS replicate reprogramming experiments. Representative data are shown only if results were similar for both independent biological-replicate experiments. All box plots depict the first and third quartiles as the lower and upper bounds of the box, with a thicker band inside the box showing the median value and whiskers representing 1.5× the interquartile range. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed with the wilcox.test() function in R in a two-sided manner. t tests were performed with the t.test() function in R in an unpaired and two-sided fashion with (n -2) degrees of freedom.
Life Sciences Reporting Summary. Further information on experimental design is available in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary.
Data availability. All data generated have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database under accession code GSE96611. Accession codes of published datasets used in this study are as follows: CTCF ChIP-seq in pre-B cells, Sequence Read Archive SRR397837 (ref. 88 ); CTCF ChIP-seq in induced PSCs, GEO GSE76478 (ref. 49 ); OCT4 and NANOG ChIP-seq in PSCs, GEO GSE44286 (ref. 39 ); KLF4 ChIP-seq in PSCs, GEO GSE11431 (ref. 89 ); C/EBPα and PU.1 ChIPseq in Bα cells, GEO GSE71215 (ref. 32 ); EBF1 V5-ChIP-seq in pro-B cells, GEO GSE53595 (ref. 90 ). CH12 Repli-chip data were obtained from ENCODE Biosample ENCBS789HDO. 
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Experimental design 1. Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined.
No statistical methods were used to determine sample sizes.
Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions. TAD borders not called in both independent biological replicates were excluded in all subsequent analyses. All read and bin filtering strategies used for Hi-C data analysis are described in detail in the Online Methods.
Replication
Describe whether the experimental findings were reliably reproduced.
No attempts to reproduce results failed.
Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were allocated into experimental groups.
Randomization is not relevant to this study because no comparisons between experimental groups were made.
Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.
Blinding was not relevant to this study because all metrics were derived from absolute quantitative methods without human subjectivity.
Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
Statistical parameters
For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the Methods section if additional space is needed).
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one-or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
